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Translating Back: Re-embodying Gertrude Stein’s “A Man”
Rolf Lundén

Department of English, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Gertrude Stein’s early word portraits often seem opaque, leaving
few representational traces. One of her first portraits was “A Man,”
in which she tried to map the bottom nature of one of her
friends, the Swedish-American sculptor David Edstrom. This
portrait has been little studied, because few, if any, readers have
found the key to interpret it. The purpose of this study is to
unlock, perhaps counter to Stein’s aims, the code to its meaning
through a process of re-embodiment. By filtering the text through
Edstrom’s biography a new perspective opens up, which also
sheds light on Stein’s working method.
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OneofGertrudeStein’sfirstwordportraits, if not the veryfirst,was called simply “AMan” and
was devoted to the study of the Swedish-American sculptorDavid Edstrom(1873–1938). Like
the other early portraits, “AMan” seems opaque, leaving few “representational traces,” to use
Marjorie Perloff’s term.1 It has been little studied; the only in-depth study tomy knowledge is
one by Wendy Steiner,2 which focuses on formal and stylistic issues.

The purpose of this study is to discuss Stein’s ambitions with the text and also to try to
unlock, perhaps counter to Stein’s aims, the code in which she is working, thereby satisfy-
ing the general reader’s need for extra-textual information on Edstrom in order to make
the text more accessible. My ambition of decoding the text may be seen as suspect, since
Stein in her early portraits was not interested in individual persons but in characters whose
“bottom nature”3 she attempted to map. However, even if I in general agree with Michael
J. Hoffman that our emphasis in reading the portraits “must not be on discovering the con-
ventional ‘meaning’ of any of her portraits” but to focus on the patterns of events and
emotions,4 such a deciphering as I suggest will reveal an underlying layer of meaning
that might contribute to alternative readings of the text.

Gertrude Stein’s encoding of her texts is a topic much debated, but the discussion so far
has almost always concerned Stein’s sexuality. In 1951, Edmund Wilson argued, erro-
neously, that the opacity of the early writings was due to Stein’s need to conceal her
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lesbianism.5 Calling the early portraits “closet literature,” James R. Mellow in the 1970s
pointed out that, for instance, “TwoWomen” was about sex but that “the odd, generalizing
tendencies of the writing were martialed to disguise it.” After the “hermetic style” of
Tender Buttons, he felt, Stein’s mode of expression concerning sex became more explicit
and readable.6 Richard Bridgman likewise writes of Stein’s reluctance to speak of
certain subjects and of her use of false names and code words for “certain censorable
material.”7 Catharine R. Stimpson, in her study of Stein’s writing of the first decade of
the twentieth century, outlines the progress of encoding in the early works: “it transmits
messages in a different form which initiates may translate back into the original.” But
Stimpson’s focus is also restricted to sexuality: “‘Melanctha’ does reveal two clear kinds
of coding. First, female homosexuality is masculinized. Stein/Adele becomes Jeff.…
Next, problematic passion among whites is transferred to blacks, as if they might
embody that which the dominant culture feared.”8 And, as a last example, Shari Benstock
holds that “Stein’s language renders meaning if one is familiar with an essentially lesbian
code. Once the code is broken, meaning spills out.”9

To me, however, the encoding of Stein’s early writings, like “A Man,” does not concern
sexuality, nor is its purpose to disguise or conceal censorable material. I agree with the first
part of Ulla Dydo’s statement that “[t]he thrust toward abstraction goes deeper than sexual
subject matter. It is compositional or constructive, not concealing,” while I hold that the
encoding is not only “compositional or constructive.”10 The goal of the method of
reduction used in the early portraits was rather purification and clarification, a way of
insisting on the essentials, certain themes or character traits approached from various per-
spectives. Stein, in “A Man,” does not try to camouflage the truth about the subject or
herself, but to arrive at the core nature of David Edstrom. Primarily, she did this for
her own understanding, it seems to me, and not for the general reader; similarly, Picasso’s
and Braque’s Proto-Cubism of 1907 was a private movement. Stimpson argues that Stein
put her messages in a different form which “initiates may translate back into the original.”
However, it is not access to only the “social code” of lesbianism that releases meaning, but
rather an awareness of what might be called a “biographical” code.

What most of the early portraits have in common are the facts that they are written in
an “austerely mechanistic” style,11 characterised by repetition (or “insistence” as Stein pre-
ferred to call it), an overuse of the continuous present,12 and a frequent inclusion of
repeated emblematic keywords/repetitive motifs/Leitmotifs.13 The portraits are in

5Wilson, 581. When the original review of Stein’s Things As They Are was republished in The Shores of Light, Wilson had
read Stein’s early portraits in Two: Gertrude Stein and her Brother and acknowledged that he had exaggerated “the
Lesbian aspect of Gertrude Stein’s obscurity,” arguing that the “ruminative dimness” of her portraits was rather the
result of “an increasing remoteness in her personal relationships,” another misjudgment, I feel, of Stein’s intentions.
6Mellow, 133, 220–222.
7Bridgman, 145, 148.
8Stimpson, “The Mind, the Body, and Gertrude Stein,” 499, 501.
9Benstock, 161.
10Dydo, 18.
11Bridgman, 117.
12On Stein’s use of the continuous present and repetition in the early portraits, see her own “Portraits and Repetition,”
Lectures in America, 163–206, and Stein, “Composition as Explanation,” 451–61; Kawin, 119–28; Gygax, 17–21;
Dubnick, 9–11, 21–22; Hoffman, “Gertrude Stein’s Gertrude Stein’s ‘Portraits’,” 116–17; Steiner, 67–69, 74–75, 83; Bridg-
man, 97; DeKoven, 51.

13These terms are used by, respectively, DeKoven, 51; Hoffman, “Gertrude Stein’s ‘Portraits’,” 116–17; Steiner, 75.
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general static, non-narrative,14 non-fictionalized character studies of unimportant people
and seek, as mentioned above, the “bottom nature” of a character type, seemingly favour-
ing obscurity at the expense of transparency.15 Stein’s overall project in writing these por-
traits seems to have been to compose in words an analogue to early Cubism.16 In Cubist
art, objects are fractured, studied, and put together in a new abstract pattern. The painter
thereby presents the object from several perspectives to be part of a greater context and to
create a seeming incoherence and an ambiguous shallow space. John Cauman argues, for
instance, that in Picasso’s Ma Jolie (1911–1912) “details are suppressed, color severely
restricted, and objects pulverized to the point of being nearly unrecognizable; the compo-
sition approaches – but never arrives at – pure abstraction.”17

As Dydo has shown concerning Stein’s writings of 1923–1934, she employed a method
of gradual reduction and decontextualization. The characters she portrayed underwent,
from early notes in her carnets and cahiers to the finished texts, a process of gradual dis-
embodiment and defamiliarization. The personal references were left behind. Through
revisions, omissions, and deletions Stein concealed her sources and disembodied her sub-
jects; in addition, her “refusal of the conventions of English defamiliarize[d] her writing.”18

However, this method of working was not the same in the early portraits, it seems; the
method of disembodiment was there, but it was not a gradual process. Even though
there is evidence, as we will see below, that Stein rewrote “A Man” several times, the
changes of the text from Manuscript Notebook to Typescript Copy to printed text are
negligible.19

In his article, “The Dehumanization of Art,” José Ortega Y Gassett holds that Modern-
ism involves a tendency toward the purification of art: “Such a tendency would effect a
progressive elimination of the human, all too human, elements predominant in romantic
and naturalistic production.” Modernist art is thus a deliberate deviation from nineteeth-
century realism, instead pointing in a “direction opposite to that which would lead to
reality.” The modern artist is “brazenly set on deforming reality, shattering its human
aspect, dehumanizing it.”20 The link between Picasso and Stein is well-known. Apart
from sitting for Picasso’s portrait of herself dozens of times, she visited his studio in
1907–1908 together with David Edstrom. And in August 1911 Alfred Stieglitz published
in Camera Work illustrations of four paintings and one sculpture by Picasso together with
Stein’s word portrait of the Cubist.

However, not only access to textual evidence, in the form of preserved preliminary
notes, may elucidate Stein’s method, but also intimate biographical knowledge of the
subject portrayed, expressed in, for instance, autobiographies, letters, diaries, and other
people’s memoirs. Even if Stein believed that her method of disembodiment led to

14Walker, 81.
15Steiner, 66; Hoffman, “Gertrude Stein’s ‘Portraits’,” 117.
16Much has been written on the relationship between Stein’s early portraits and Analytic Cubism. See, for instance, Bridg-
man, 118–20; Perloff, 69–85; Dubnick, 3–18; Steiner, 131–60; Hoffman, “Gertrude Stein’s ‘Portraits’,” 115–16. Walker, 2–
18, argues that Cezanne played a much more important role to Stein than the Cubists.

17Cauman,” 16.
18Dydo, 16–18, 25, 36, 44, 49, 63.
19Stein, Manuscript Notebook and Typescript Copy of “A Man”. In the Manuscript Notebook of “Men” (Box 53), however,
there are several inserted comments in Stein’s hand, such as “The men and the after meetings,” “Sterne meeting David,”
“David what Hutch meant by being such a one,” “Sterne as such a one,” and twice “Go on with David,” all reminders to
herself on how to continue the writing of the portrait.

20Gassett, 85–86, 88.
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condensation and purification, the end result was an encoded message that was not
“effective,” to use Stuart Hall’s term,21 since it, in most cases, has not really been translated
back during the past century. Some critics, like Walker, have claimed that “these texts have
a ‘real meaning’ that is accessible to any attentive reader, once he [!] understands their
process of signification”22 The fact remains, however, that hardly any readers have under-
stood that process.

According to Janet Flanner, Gertrude Stein wrote her first portraits about people who
fascinated her not because they were very important or interesting, but because they
puzzled her.23 This was probably her reason for writing “A Man.” As Harriet Lane
Levy put it, “Gertrude wrote portraits of Edstrom, changing them from day to day.
He fascinated her. Day after day she made new portraits of him.… Everlastingly she
was making portraits of Edstrom.”24 Stein was intrigued by Edstrom and felt that she
needed to understand his bottom nature; she was convinced he possessed a “multiple
personality” that she felt she had to make sense of.25 She later included Edstrom in
another early portrait, “Men,” in which he is one of three protagonists together with
Hutchins Hapgood and Maurice Sterne, and to which I will have reason to return.
The series of almost daily portraits of Edstrom that Levy witnessed might have been
part of Stein’s method of dehumanisation and decontextualization. The daily changes
that she made may have concerned removing details from Edstrom’s life and references
to places and events in order to try to reach the stripped-down core of his character type.
But since these trial versions of “A Man” are not extant, we have no way of knowing
their content or style.

The Dating of “A Man”

Steiner and Bridgman consider “A Man” to be Gertrude Stein’s first portrait, written in
1908.26 On the front page of the Typescript Copy is written in longhand not only
“David Edstrom” but also “1908”.27 This dating finds support in Chapter IV of Levy’s
“Recollections,” where she links the reading of almost daily versions of “A Man” to her
association with Edstrom in the spring of 1908. One may speculate whether the many ver-
sions of “A Man” mean that it was a test case for later portraits.

Other scholars, for instance Flanner and Hoffman, claim that “Ada” was Stein’s first
portrait.28 Diana Souhami holds that “Ada” was written in 1908, while Catharine
R. Stimpson and Harriet Chessman write that it was not composed until 1910, and
Shari Benstock even pinpoints the composition to December 1910, after Alice B. Toklas
had moved in with Gertrude.29 Bridgman states, however, that Toklas joined the Stein
household in 1909, and Barbara Pollock that she moved in as early as 1908.30 Whatever
the truth, whether “A Man” or “Ada” was the first portrait or not is irrelevant.

21Hall, 95, 100.
22Walker, 97.
23Flanner, x, xii.
24Levy. I express my gratitude to Bancroft Library for permission to quote from Levy’s “Recollections.”
25Levy; Simon, 292.
26Steiner, 67, 78, 209; Bridgman, 365.
27Stein, Manuscript Notebook and Typescript Copy of “A Man”.
28Flanner, x; Hoffman, Gertrude Stein, 60; Walker, 75.
29Souhami, 95; Stimpson and Chessman, 930; Benstock, 162; Walker, 75; Dydo, 15.
30Bridgman, 361.
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The dating of “A Man” is, however, more complex than the first impression gives evi-
dence of. On the last page of the typescript copy referred to above is pencilled “1909”
whereas on the first page is added in ink “1908.” On the front inside manuscript cover
of “A Man” is written “David & Mrs., Americans”,31 which indicates that the portrait
also includes references to the second Mrs. Edstrom, Cora Downer. The portrait itself
also states that “[h]e was then one again a married man,”32 that is, he had been
married and was now married again. Edstrom’s marriage to his first wife, Anna Levertin,
ended in divorce in September 1907. His wedding to Cora Downer, however, did not take
place until 13 July 1909 in London,33 which would indicate that “AMan” was written, or at
least finished, after the summer of 1909. How do we make these contradictory pieces of
evidence harmonize? My suggestion is that Stein began writing a series of portraits of
Edstrom in 1908 and that she completed the final version in 1909. Stein has been
known to make later changes in texts like “Ada”34 and could very well have done so
also for the typescript of “A Man.”

David Edstrom and the Steins

Gertrude Stein’s overall picture of Edstrom is not flattering. He is mentioned in both The
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas and Everybody’s Autobiography, in the former as “the fat
swedish sculptor who married the head of the Christian Science Church in Paris and
destroyed her,”35 in the latter as

the big Swede who was a sculptor and was thin when I first knew him and then enormously
fat and married the head of the Paris Christian Science Church, and then well and then she
was dead but so he says that has nothing to do with him.36

Why Stein reiterated such statements as Edstrom being Swedish, being thin and then fat,
and having something to do with the death of Cora Downer is not clear. Edstrom was not
Swedish, as Stein well knew. He did leave his second wife Cora in 1913–1914, but she did
not die until several years later. He became fat for a while, but so what? Stein herself was
not known for her slim figure.

Of Swedish birth, Edstrom had emigrated to the U.S. with his family at the age of
seven and grown up as an American citizen in the industrial town of Ottumwa, Iowa.
He had returned to Europe in 1894 to study art at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in
Stockholm, Sweden, and six years later moved to Florence, where he lived for six
years. He was a post-impressionist sculptor on his way to success, doing work that
showed similarities to that of Rodin, Rosso, and Meunier. In 1901 he married Anna
Levertin, sister of Oscar Levertin, Sweden’s at the time most prominent poet and
critic; in 1905, the marriage collapsed because of his violence and infidelities, and the
divorce came into effect in September 1907.

David Edstrom first met Leo and Gertrude Stein in Settignano, near Florence, in the
summer of 1906. He immediately felt close to Leo:

31Stein, Manuscript Notebook and Typescript Copy of “A Man.”
32Stein, “A Man,” 239.
33Edstrom, The Testament of Caliban, 256.
34Stimpson and Chessman, 930.
35Stein, The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, 115.
36Stein, Everybody’s Autobiography, 6.
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Being a Jew of the most noble kind, with a hunger for knowledge and full of enthusiasm in a
controlled, quiet way, our daily meetings were of great importance to me. He lived in Paris,
and when I moved there in the fall [of 1906] our acquaintance grew into close friendship.37

During the next seven or eight years he got to know the four Steins well; he felt welcome in
both households and found “great comfort and heartsease” in their company, but could
never speak to them of the fear and anguish that darkened his life the first months of
1907: “I was as lonely as if I had been the man in the moon. The outward, material
things of life were sweet enough, but inside of me was a core of terror and foretaste of
doom.”

To Edstrom, Gertrude was a down-to-earth person, while Leo had a “never-satisfied
question mark in his face.” He enjoyed being near her; she was unusually intelligent, he
thought, but also “without too much subtlety.” Gradually, however, he felt that Leo was
just too much for him and wanted to keep a distance. At a meeting with Gertrude in
1935 in Los Angeles, they agreed that “Leo was not one that could feel; that he never
had felt or ever would feel for anything worth while; that he was arid, arid like the
desert, always hunting for something he would never find.”38 Gertrude, to Edstrom,
was rather “fermenting inside all the time with some mirthful idea. Her voice had a
deep contralto quality unlike any voice I’ve ever heard. She was the only out-and-out
fat woman whose every ounce of avoirdupois seemed precious and lovable.”39

Gertrude, on her side, was attracted to, but also repelled by, Edstrom; she found him
exciting and seems to have shared some of his aesthetic values. She called him by his nick-
name Caliban, which came out of a self-portrait he modelled in Florence in 1900. The
sculpture expressed Edstrom’s conviction that he would always be the brute earth-born
slave of The Tempest, however much he strove for higher spheres. When working on
The Making of Americans, Stein realised that she was not a pragmatist and wrote in her
notebook “I do not believe that, I believe in reality as Cézanne and Caliban believe in it.
I believe in repetition. Yes. Always and always.” Wineapple comments on this entry in
the notebook: “she was undoubtedly referring to Shakespeare’s Caliban via David
Edstrom, who was himself nicknamed Caliban and with whose aesthetic ideas Stein evi-
dently sympathized.”40

Not only Gertrude Stein but also Harriet Lane Levy, Alice B. Toklas’ friend, was repelled
by Edstrom, but also grew excited by reading the early versions of “AMan” as they turned
up, day after day. One evening she thought she understood where Stein was going:

As I read I became excited. I was experiencing a sense of life such as I had never before experi-
enced in reading. What I was experiencing was not photographic. It was not representation.
It was vivisectional. It was as if emotions were revealing themselves in their original state of
being. Never before had I experienced such living feeling. It was a new sense of life in the
living.41

37Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 239 and Edstrom, “Våra svenska expressionisters förebilder” [The paragons of our
Swedish expressionists]. For their meeting in 1906, see also Wineapple, 258–59. For other suggestions concerning
the date of their first meeting, see Lundén, Man Triumphant, 283.

38Edstrom, “Why Gertrude Stein Is What,” 3.
39Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 239–40.
40Wineapple, 294, 465. By missing the reference to Edstrom as Caliban, Walker, 1, misreads this passage from Notebook D.
41Levy.
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Edstrom was doing Levy’s portrait bust, now at the Museum of Modern Art in
San Francisco, and, as she in the early spring of 1908 came to the daily sittings in
Edstrom’s studio in rue Tournefort, she worried because she never knew which of
Edstrom’s personalities would greet her. Levy was not the only one to notice the abrupt
and unpredictable shifts in his temper. Giovanni Papini (1881–1956), the Italian author
whom Edstrom got to know in Florence, wrote: “Under the silky arch of his eyebrows
shone eyes of ash-grey blue, at times mellowing in childish ecstacy, at times becoming
torpid with bestial rage.”42

Structure and Style of “A Man”

“A Man” is one of what Steiner terms the “typologizing portraits” from the “first-phase”
period. Steiner lists twenty-four such portraits,43 of which eight are regular group por-
traits, three group portraits linked to a location, and thirteen portraits of individuals. Of
the latter, twelve are defined by names, fictitious or real, while only one, “A Man,”
remains anonymous. We know this portrait to be about David Edstrom purely through
external evidence.

Together with “Orta or One Dancing,” the portrait of Edstrom is the longest of the ones
devoted to single individuals, eighteen pages, while the others have an average length of
three pages. “A Man” consists of what at a quick reading appears to be a jumble of frag-
ments. It seems to completely lack narration, representation, and fictionalisation. It is
characterised, it seems, by disintegration of time perception; words like “then” and
“often” do not designate time or order; as Steiner points out, the reader does not know
whether “then” means “at that time,” “after that” or “as a result of that.”44 The portrait
is like an explosion, where words and phrases play against each other, but where the
overall pattern seems to be missing. Stein thus seems to work as the modernist painters
did, deforming reality, dehumanising the text. In Picasso’s manner, she deliberately
destroys the unity of Edstrom’s personality.

Like other early portraits, “A Man” is built up from recurring, emblematic key words/
phrases, or Leitmotifs. These are repeated again and again, but with a slight difference or in
a different context, where they take on new meaning. Stein preferred the term “insistence”
to denote her technique of recurring phrases:

there can be no repetition because the essence of that expression is insistence, and if you insist
you must each time use emphasis and if you use emphasis it is not possible while anybody is
alive that they should use exactly the same emphasis.45

Hoffman describes the flow of the early portraits thus: “each sentence substantially repeats
its predecessor with an alteration in a key word or phrase to give a sense of both repetition
and movement.”46 As one proceeds through “AMan,” some key words seem to latch on to
others to form clusters of Leitmotifs. Traces of events and character traits start appearing
in vague contours. The first impression one gets that stylistics entirely dominates reference
gives way to the insight that after all “A Man” is a “blend of aesthetic and referential

42Papini, 218. Translated by Serena Cambi, University of Florence.
43Steiner, “Appendix 2,” 209–10.
44Steiner, 70.
45Stein, “Portraits and Repetition,” 167.
46Hoffman, “Gertrude Stein’s ‘Portraits’,” 116.
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norms.”47 And still accessibility is denied; to penetrate the opacity of the text we need
extra-textual information. Reading through “A Man” without this information,
however, may also be rewarding. The experience is like listening to a chant, a recitative,
an incantation, or perhaps, a deliberate obfuscation. Or it may be compared to listening
to Erik Satie’s ballet Parade with its fractured lines, its thematic nuclei – leitmotifs if
you wish – juxtaposed and layered, gradually altered and combined, yet identifiable
even if the effect changes due to their interplay with each other.

The structure of the repeated Leitmotifs is irregularly multi-linear. The theme of “fat/
thin,” for instance, occurs in the beginning of the text48 and towards the end (246–47,
249), “religion” is referred to on pages 239, 241, 248–49, and “coming and going” on
pages 238–39, 248–49. This structure resonates well with Edstrom’s character, his unpre-
dictable behaviour, his repetitive conversation, his overall contradictory nature. Whether
deliberate or not, this multi-linear structure of insistence thus adds to his characterisation.

As mentioned above, “A Man” is the only early portrait of an individual not specified by
name. The question then arises whether the title could be generic. Is this Stein’s portrait not
only of Edstrom but actually of the male? Or perhaps the unspecified title (and the portrait’s
length) could be explained by the fact that this was Stein’s first trial portrait. Personally, I do
not believe that she saw Edstrom as a representative male but rather as an extreme “case”
she, like Charcot, wanted to study clinically. After all, Stein had a background in medicine,
and Levy’s observation on reading the text that it was “vivisectional” was maybe not far off
the mark. What is it then that Stein in general wants to investigate in her vivisection? In the
manuscript of “AMan” Stein jotted: “David & Mrs., Americans. A man of genius is what. is
it David. Is he an artist, is he not. Is she religious, was she imperial.”49 As we know, Stein was
obsessed with the question of who was a genius. She was convinced that she herself was one,
together with Picasso and Whitehead. But was Edstrom possibly also in that category? Was
he a real artist or not? She was obviously uncertain. Is Cora Downer what she claims to be?
Why identify them here as Americans, when she elsewhere designs Edstrom as a Swede?
These things, she might have felt, needed investigation.

Or perhaps, without recognising it, Stein was fascinated and repelled by Edstrom
because she felt that his bottom nature was similar to her own. Many of the character
traits focused on in “A Man” – for instance Edstrom’s complete conviction that he was
a genius, that everything he did or thought, or had done or thought, was of interest to
others and should be communicated to them, and his unpredictable shifts in temper –
were also those of Gertrude Stein herself. Stein could at times, Benstock writes, be “self-
absorbed, self-indulgent, childish, tyrannical, opinionated, and domineering.”50 This
row of adjectives could also describe Edstrom in his worst moments. Stein was, like
Edstrom, a contradictory, temperamental person. Underneath the “direct and natural”
surface of her personality, there was, according to Edmund Wilson, “a great iceberg of
megalomania”; if one did not “skirt around it, conversations and personal relations
might easily crash and be wrecked.”51 And Bridgman speaks of her as not only excitable,

47Steiner, 67, holds that this blend is characteristic of all early portraits.
48Stein, “A Man,” 235–37. Hereafter page references to “A Man” will be given within parenthesis.
49Stein, Manuscript Notebook and Typescript Copy of “A Man.”
50Benstock, 166.
51Wilson, 585.
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but “a shouter” who erupted into “uncorsetted displays” of anger and “vulnerable out-
bursts.”52 I will have reason to return to this resemblance.

General Leitmotifs

If we now approach the text through the interpretation of external biographical sources,
such a decoding or re-embodiment could be executed in different ways. One could
follow the text of “A Man” page by page, paragraph by paragraph, and squeeze from it
biographical references. Or one could rearrange the paragraphs into chronological
order to create a narrative of events. Or one could follow one Leitmotif or cluster of Leit-
motifs at a time through the multi-linear structure of the text. It seems to me that the first
two methods would do more violence to Stein’s ambitions than the third, and I therefore
prefer to follow a selection of Leitmotifs to illuminate the underlying events, habits, and
beliefs of Edstrom and his relation to Gertrude Stein. But before doing so I need to intro-
duce the first two paragraphs of “AMan” which serve as a summary or an abstract of what
is to follow in the subsequent 17–18 pages of Stein’s portrait.

He was interested in eating. He was a very fat one. He had been interested in everything. He
had been a thin one. He had been interested in working. He had been interested in marrying.
He had been a fat one.

He had been interested in working, in talking, in drinking, in marrying, in women, in men, in
needing being fighting, in exciting any one, in telling everything, in running away again and
again, in feeling again and again, in expanding, in suggesting, in dreaming, in being a bad
enough one, in being certainly a good enough one. He had been a thin one, a fat one, a
very thin one, a thin enough one, a quite thin one, a not thin one, a fat one, a very fat
one. He was a very fat one. He would be a very very fat one. He might be a very very fat
one. He might be a thinner one. He might be an enormously fat one. (235)

The Leitmotifs of these two paragraphs – such as “interested,” “fat/thin,” “working,”
“marrying,” “talking,” “fighting,” “feeling,” “dreaming” – will irregularly recur throughout
the portrait. At the beginning of “AMan” the focus is more, as we can see, on the subject’s
physical expansion and diminution than on the other features of characterisation which
will get attention later in the text. In her reading, Steiner gives Edstrom’s shifting size
and weight an, to me, inordinate significance. Most of her analysis circles around his
alternating fatness and thinness. She claims that “fat” is the “original characterizing
trait” that becomes “transformed into an instantaneous point along a scale” and that
the other characterising activities in “A Man” are chronologically “dependent on this
point.”53 This emphasis on Edstrom’s rotundity as the characteristic feature ignores
keywords or Leitmotifs that better define the nature of his character. I consequently see
the other emblematic words and phrases as of equal importance as fatness/thinness.

If one consults other sources, the picture of Edstrom’s leanness and corpulence
becomes modified. When Edstrom himself read Stein’s portrait of him in manuscript,
he felt it was not “very pleasing to [his] vanity,” but he acknowledged that he at the
time had a problem with his weight:

52Bridgman, 146–47, 148.
53Steiner, 67.
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I cannot remember the whole content of it nor adequately imitate her style, but it went some-
thing like this: “He was thin, then he became fat, and then thin. He became very, very fat and
he felt—yes, he felt. He became thin, he became fat, and he always felt very deeply.” Some
hair-trigger condition of my glandular system caused the changes in my weight. I would
fall in love and get thin; fall out and get fat—and then I always felt—felt.54

Maurice Sterne, the painter who is one of the protagonists in Stein’s “Men,” again met
Edstrom around 1910, that is after the composition of “A Man,” and found him “fat
and uninteresting,” lacking “the fire we all had admired.”55 And Fernande Olivier, Picas-
so’s woman, wrote to Toklas on 26 June 1909: “MayMonsieur Edstrom go in peace and get
fatter and fatter until his fat hides his horrible eyes.”56 On the other hand, others – friends,
enemies, fellow artists – such as Harriet Lane Levy, Hutchins Hapgood, and numerous
Scandinavian authors and artists who met him in Paris – had little to say about his
fatness. So, it could not have been the most characteristic of his traits, which makes me
suspect that Stein reacted to Edstrom’s “hair-trigger condition” for personal reasons or
that she used it as a metaphor for something else. As is well known, Stein’s own obesity
was even more characteristic of her than Edstrom’s of him. She called herself “Mount
Fatty” in “Lifting Belly,” and Fernande Olivier spoke of her “l’ampleur majesteuse.”57

Critics have been either attracted or repelled by her size. Her admirers saw Stein’s
fatness as a sign of life. As Stimpson says, “She is, in all ways, outsized.” Her detractors
found her weight “nothing less than proof of a hideous cultural and psychological
overrun.”58 Edstrom was also, in all ways, outsized. Perhaps Stein saw the similarity
between them; when describing Edstrom in “Men” he is not “fat” but “large,” and Stein
was also a “large” one.

But Stein may also have had additional motives. Her focus in “A Man” is not on
Edstrom’s being fat but on the continuous shifts between various grades of weight,
from very thin to enormously fat and back again. Through this emphasis she lays the foun-
dation for a presentation of Edstrom’s unpredictability, his mental instability, his shifting
opinions, his temperamental unreliability, in short what she termed his multiple
personality.

But, as we saw, also long after 1908–1909 Gertrude Stein associated Edstrom with thin-
ness and fatness, in both The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas and Everybody’s Autobio-
graphy. In her associative style in Everybody’s Autobiography she also linked Edstrom to
Dashiell Hammett’s The Thin Man and the film series that was being produced in Holly-
wood at the time. When visiting California in January 1935, she received a call from
Edstrom who wished to arrange a meeting, and her first words to him over the phone
were: “David! David! Are you fat?” When Gertrude “waddled” into his studio in Holly-
wood a few hours later, he was reminded of having read his own portrait more than
twenty years earlier:

When we first met, I had just come from seven months’ adventuring in the tropics and was
hard and thin as nails,59 but when I was the object of one of her first personality sketches she

54Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 240.
55Sterne, 196.
56Olivier, Loving Picasso, 237.
57Olivier, Picasso et ses amis, 192.
58Stimpson, “The Somagrams of Gertrude Stein,” 67–68.
59Edstrom spent a few months in 1905–06 in Cuba. Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 213–17.
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dwelt largely upon the fact that I was fat, very fat, that I had been thin but that I felt, had felt,
felt, deeply and was always feeling in a variety of ways.60

What Stein did not know at the time of her visit was a rather strange coincidence, namely
that Edstrom’s niece, Charlotte Woods, was deeply involved in the production of the enor-
mously popular Thin Man films, the first of which had just been released in 1934.61

To return to the first two paragraphs of “A Man,” Steiner correctly points out that

[t]he man is described in terms of activities.…However, these activities are not the physical
“working” or “marrying,” but the mental state of “being interested in” such reified actions. It
is typical of the early portraits that verbs of perception and cognition often dominate ‘verbs of
action,’ as if the latter were important only as the data of mental processes.62

However, in addition to Steiner’s comment that this emphasis on “interested in” was
typical of the early portraits, in “A Man” it also serves a specific purpose. Together with
“exercising”, “interested in” highlights Edstrom’s egocentricity: He was not only
working, eating, talking but was also interested in his own such activities; his “exercising
having feeling” (238, 3)63 or “exercising being one not talking” (238, 7) also imply that he
was not only having feeling or being one not talking but also assuming the role or pose of
having feeling or not talking. Such phrases draw attention to something very characteristic
of Edstrom and lead us to a cluster of Leitmotifs that form a general outline of Edstrom’s
character, whereas other Leitmotifs, to be discussed below, often concern specific events
and habits. This cluster of key words that includes “interested in” and “exercising” also
comprises “feeling,” “emotion,” “enthusiasm” (237–38, 239–40), “exciting,” “living”
(244, 246, 251–52), “telling,” “talking” (235–36, 241–43), “completely,” “entirely,” “enor-
mously” (throughout the text). By linking such emblematic words, a basic composite of
Edstrom’s character appears. On the one hand, Stein sees him as a dynamic, exciting
figure who is full of life, emotion, and enthusiasm, but who, on the other hand, in her
view is too much, a person who is “interested” in life in general, but even more so in
his own doings and sayings.

Being “living” had special meaning for Stein, and Edstrom certainly had that quality,
even though he resented rivals who also were “living”:

He was not afraid of having been one being living. He was not afraid of being one being
living. He was not afraid of being one going to be being living. He was afraid of any one
being one being living. He was afraid of almost any one being one being living. (240, 6)

And being “exciting” was to Stein a positively charged word throughout the early
portraits, as Steiner makes clear: “It describes the interaction between the subject and
those who perceive him as a ‘power’ above the ordinary; a person who is able to
produce this effect is a suitable portrait subject.”64 And Edstrom was both “excited” and
“exciting”: “Anything exciting was exciting enough to almost completely excite him. He

60Edstrom, “Why Gertrude Stein Is What,” 3.
61Charlotte Woods worked at MGM as an assistant to producer Hunt Stromberg. (Letter from Carver E. Hildebrand to the
author, 15 February, 2001.) Hildebrand, now deceased, was the son of one of Edstrom’s other nieces, Uarda Hildebrand,
née Skogerson, and curator of the Edstrom papers.

62Steiner, 68.
63The abbreviation stands for page 238, paragraph 3. This system of reference will be used throughout.
64Steiner, 70.
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was completely excited, he was almost completely excited by anything exciting any one”
(241, 4).

This combination of being living and exciting, on the one hand, and being overbearing,
and thus boring, on the other, is probably what fascinated Stein. Edstrom’s egocentricity
and his habit of always talking about himself perhaps also troubled her in the sense that
she might have recognised similar features in herself. What Katherine Anne Porter wrote
about Stein after the latter’s death could also have been said about Edstrom: “Wise or silly
or nothing at all, down everything goes on the page with the air of everything being equal,
unimportant in itself, important because it happened to her and she was writing about
it.”65 As pointed out above, Edstrom seems to have considered everything he had ever
said, thought, felt, and done to be worthy of dissemination to all he met.

Part of Edstrom’s charisma was his emotionality and his enthusiasm. As many have
given evidence of, one of them Levy, he had the ability of captivating others through
his conversation, his actions, his art, and his passion. He was a person of feeling: “He
always had had feeling. He always had feeling.…He would have feeling.…He had
feeling again and again” (237, 5, ellipses mine). And his personality attracted others:
“Almost any one following him followed him with some feeling. Any one followed
him” (238, 2). And as a result of his enthusiasm things happened around him: “When
he was having feeling something was happening, he was having feeling. When he had
been having feeling that thing had been happening. He had feeling and something was
then happening” (238, 4).

Significant parts of Stein’s characterisation of Edstrom’s expansive nature were
“telling” and “talking.” He had the bad habit of talking incessantly when he was up
and not at all when he was down. He talked about his past as a poor boy in
Ottumwa, Iowa, of his American-style rags-to-riches career, of his many women and
how cruel he had been to them, of his distinguished friends and acquaintances. From
the second paragraph of “A Man” – stating that he had been interested in “talking”
and in “telling everything” – and throughout the portrait, these emblematic activities
recur. As early as the fourth paragraph of the text (235–36), Edstrom’s excited
“telling” about his uninteresting shifts in obesity is highlighted; he is “telling,” “comple-
tely telling,” “telling enough,” “telling quite often,” and “helping telling” about it. His
being an exciting person is later linked to his telling about not only himself but also
the fact that he was “excited”: “He had been often completely excited, almost completely
excited. He had been telling this, he would be telling this thing. It was a completely
exciting thing to some his telling of this thing” (241, 4).66 But his telling goes too
far; what he relates is too uninteresting and his audience becomes bored: “He was com-
pletely telling having been completely excited by some thing that was exhausting to any
one” (241, 5). Particularly when he goes out, to restaurants and cafés, we see his double
nature; sometimes he is telling and talking, remembering his past and becoming excited
and exciting and on other occasions he is just sitting silent, not talking at all (242, 4, 5).
And simultaneously he is dramatising the fact that he is talking and not talking:
“He was talking then, he was talking and telling then about that thing about talking.

65Porter, 521–22.
66What is missing from “A Man,” however, is the fact that Edstrom often became so moved by his own life story that he
wept in public, pointed out by Stein in “Men” and by Hutchins Hapgood in both “David, the Story of a Soul,” (139–40)
and in A Victorian in the Modern World, 215–16.
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He was coming then to be one telling about coming to be one who could not be talking”
(243, 1).

Stein herself was known to be a talker, who delivered a “lifetime monologue.”67 She
could certainly appreciate Edstrom’s narrative gifts and his enthusiasm, but she seems
to have felt the way he dominated every conversation to be irritating, perhaps because,
as Porter puts it, “[l]ike all talkers, she thought other people talked too much.”68 He
was interrupting conversations also by asking questions at the wrong time and by answer-
ing questions not put to him; he was preventing others from participating in the
discussions:

He had been one answering something when he might have been one asking a question. He
had asked a question and he had then not been having a very complete answering. He was
asking very often almost anything about something. He was asking, when any one could be
needing asking a question, whether he had asked that question. He was, when he was hearing
anything, he was then asking one question. (238, 5)

Edstrom was also a restless soul, who kept coming and going: “He was then coming again
when he had been leaving. He was then one coming again very often. He was leaving and
coming again and often coming again” (249, 2). In the middle of a conversation, for
instance, he could suddenly leave without explanation:

He was going, when he had said something, he was going then where some other one knew
what he had been saying. He was going, when he had said something, where any one might
not tell some one where he was gone. He went, when he had said some thing, to the place
where the one had been to whom he had told that thing. (238, 6)

What also strengthens the impression of Edstrom as being excessive is Stein’s use of
phrases like “enormously,” “entirely,” and “completely.” Steiner correctly holds that the
“misuse” of such qualifiers is a technique, like Stein’s use of “then” and “often,” to
produce the continuous present, by “disengaging our perception from temporal
sequence,”69 but they also serve the purpose, I would argue, of being rather adequate
descriptions of Edstrom’s nature as Stein saw it, his self-dramatisation and immoderate
emotionality.

To complete this more general section of Stein’s investigation of Edstrom’s character
type, I would like to draw the reader’s attention to the phrases in the second paragraph
of “A Man” stating that he had been interested “in being a bad enough one, in being cer-
tainly a good enough one.” Stein sees both sides of Edstrom, is attracted to one, repelled by
the other. She seems to hold, however, that this quirkiness is his true nature, that he
remains true to his uncomfortable ideas and unacceptable behaviour and refuses to
budge or adjust to others. As she writes: “He had not been one following. He was not
one following” (239, 4). After all, Stein was open to a person’s inner diversity:

Many things come out of each one and as one listens to all the repeating in them, always this
comes to be clear about them, the history of them of the bottom nature in them, the nature or
natures mixed up in them to make the whole of them in anyway it mixes up in them.70

67Porter, 521. Stein herself acknowledges to be a great talker in “Gradual Making of The Making of Americans,” 135–36.
68Porter, 521.
69Steiner, 69.
70Stein, “The Gradual Making of The Making of Americans,” 138–39. Italics mine.
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Perhaps, as Levy noted, he was not aware of how contradictory and strange he appeared.
At the beginning of Everybody’s Autobiography, Stein associates Edstrom with Miss

Hennessy and her wooden umbrella, and Bridgman suggests that Miss Hennessy stands
for “fidelity to one’s own values, whether they are unique or commonplace” and a
“quirky independence.” The thought of Miss Hennessy makes Stein think of Edstrom,
and she writes: “But what reminded me of David Edstrom was that he used to complain
so that I liked everybody in character.”71 Bridgman comments: “Miss Hennessy’s
peculiarity had originally stimulated this association. Gertrude Stein recalled that when
she was young she ‘thought everybody had a character’ and therefore she had indeed
‘liked everybody in character’.”72 The conclusion one can draw from this is that Stein
thought Edstrom had been “in character” and that also he stood for “quirky indepen-
dence” and “fidelity to [his] own values,” however weird they might be. Again one
might speculate whether Stein saw herself as a kindred spirit to both Miss Hennessy
and David Edstrom.

Specific Leitmotifs

As made clear above, “AMan” also makes use of Leitmotifs that target more precise activi-
ties, events past and present, and beliefs and interests in Edstrom’s life; drawing attention
to them adds to the impression of him as a man of many, sometimes conflicting interests.
Some of these key words are the same as some of those discussed above but invested with
new meaning, such as “feeling,” “following,” “telling everything,” “leaving,” and “seeing.”
For this section of my study it seems more sensible to present these developments in
Edstrom’s life in chronological order, even if Stein in “A Man” does not do so, but
rather sprinkles various parts of the portrait with fragments of them. The principle of pres-
entation will, nevertheless, be that of following a Leitmotif or a cluster of such an emble-
matic theme through the text.

In Florence in the spring of 1906, Edstrom, having returned from his adventures in
Cuba, met and fell in “love” with Hutchins Hapgood (1869–1944). Hapgood was an
upper-middle-class journalist and author. After a period as instructor of English compo-
sition at Harvard, from which he had an M.A., he went into journalism, writing for
New York and Chicago newspapers on art, drama, and social issues. Later he turned to
writing books and had produced, by the time he met Edstrom, works like The Spirit of
the Ghetto (1902) and The Autobiography of a Thief (1903).

Soon after their first meeting Hapgood agreed to co-write Edstrom’s autobiography,
and during the summer and fall of 1906 they met for daily sessions at which Edstrom
poured forth his dramatic life and Hapgood took copious notes, 600–700 pages, before
it was over. Gradually, however, Edstrom felt that he had been too open-hearted in the
picture of his own weaknesses and the shortcomings of others. He therefore demanded
to see all the notes and was shocked by what he read: “Even to this day the mere
memory of those notes disturbs me and makes me blush with shame and humiliation,”
he later wrote. “Not only had I told things about myself and others which I should
never have let pass my lips, but I seemed to have enlarged and exaggerated circumstances

71Stein, Everybody’s Autobiography, 6.
72Bridgman, 271–72.
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and characteristics and even fabricated evil things about myself.”73 Edstrom ran away to
Paris with all the notes, where he burnt them after consulting Gertrude and Leo Stein.
Hapgood, failing to retrieve the notes in Paris, was furious and returned to Florence
where he started writing Edstrom’s biography, “David, the Story of a Soul,” now in manu-
script at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.74

The key words in “AMan” that refer to these events are “being living,” “remembering,”
“telling everything,” “not talking,” and “leaving,” all of which have been used previously, as
we saw, but with a different meaning and in a different context. He was then “beginning to
be one remembering that being living is something he had been doing” (242, 3). Edstrom
had grantedly had a fascinating life with ups and downs out of the ordinary, and in 1906 he
had felt for some time that he wanted his life story written down. He first tried to write it
himself with no success, then tried to engage Giovanni Papini who declined.75 “He was
then remembering everything.…He was remembering anything then. He completed
that thing then, completed remembering anything” (246, 4, ellipsis mine) and “He was
being one telling everything.…He was one then remembering he was exciting” (247, 4,
5, ellipsis mine) are statements to the same effect; he remembers his exciting life and
tells about it in detail to Hapgood. Stein depicts Edstrom and Hapgood as completely
united in their work of telling everything and listening: “He had completely begun
telling everything.…He and another were the one completely listening.…He and the
other one listening were being one then.…He and the other one were then being ones
being together in realizing one being one telling everything” (248, 2, 3, 5; ellipses mine).
Edstrom felt that he and Hapgood were creating a “new literary art”; the autobiography
would be the “result of men working together… rather than the creation of a solitary
artist.”76 However, as pointed out above, he regretted having been so frank in his meetings
with Hapgood and ran away: “He was then leaving. He left then and this was then some-
thing he was then completely doing. He completely left then” (248, 6).77

While working on the autobiography with Hapgood, Edstrom also met Maurice Sterne
(1878–1957), the American painter, a “magnetic” man.78 Edstrom, Hapgood, and Sterne
entered into a deep, non-homosexual friendship characterised by drinking, debating,
“kissing” and “fighting.” These events form the basis for Stein’s “Men.” But some of their
activities enter also into “A Man.” In their passionate friendship, Edstrom and Sterne
ended up in one, or two, fights. In a brawl over a Swedish woman, Sterne tried to choke
Edstrom, in another fight concerning the Nature of Art Edstrom tried to strangle Sterne
whowas saved byHapgood.79 At the beginning of “Men,” Stein summarises the “plot” thus:

Sometimes men are drinking and are loving and one of them is talking and two of them are
fighting and one of the two of them is winning enough so that they are then having loving in
them and are telling each other everything.80

73Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 230.
74Hapgood, “David, the Story of a Soul,” The first two chapters were published in Alfred Kreymborg’s Musical Advance, in
May and October, 1913.

75Ibid., 139.
76Ibid., 167.
77These events are “retold” in Stein’s “Men.” See Lundén, “Men in Love? Male Friendship in Gertrude Stein’s Early Portrait,”
335–354.

78Sterne, 164.
79Hapgood, “David, the Story of a Soul,” 181–83; Hapgood, A Victorian in the Modern World, 220; Sterne, 193–95.
80Stein, “Men,” 310.
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In “AMan,” presumably written before “Men,” the references to “fighting” and “winning”
are much more obscure; if we do not have access to extra-textual information, it is difficult
to understand the passages referring to these events.

One paragraph of “A Man” reads as follows:

Any one was one he might not be fighting. He might not be fighting any one. He had been one
who had come to be one who had been fighting sometime with some one. He might sometime
have been fighting with some one. He might be one not having been fighting with any one. He
was one who had not fought with some one. He was one who had come to be one who had not
fought with some one. He was not fighting with any one. He was not fighting. (240–41)

Probably “any one” and “some one” here stand for Hapgood and Sterne, respectively. The
use of “might” reflects the fact that there was contradictory evidence in the sources
(Hapgood, Edstrom, Sterne) about who had fought whom, who had won, and whether
Hapgood had been involved at all in the fighting. What is obvious is that Edstrom had
been in at least one fight and that he no longer was “fighting.” As we saw above, in
“Men” “fighting” and “knocked down” are linked to “winning,” also in a phrase like
“This one is quite large then and has been winning in having another one knocked down
by him.”81 In two passages of “A Man” the Leitmotif is “winning” (238, 7; 243, 2), but
there is nothing, as far as I can see, that here links “winning” to “fighting.” “Winning” is
one of the few emblematic words which cannot be explained by means of external sources.

After his flight from Florence with Hapgood’s notes, Edstrom ended up in Paris in a
mental crisis or a depression referred to above. Partly as a consequence of the commotion
over the notes, Edstrom claimed, he became mentally disturbed. The mere suspicion that
Hapgood had hypnotised him into telling things for the autobiography that were too per-
sonal, exaggerated, even fabricated by himself made him feel violated and manipulated. He
lost his ordinary self-confidence to the degree that he asked himself: “Had I… been a play-
thing of outside influences all through life, and not a strong, sovereign, proud male, coura-
geous and self-determined, as I had believed myself to be?”82 Judging from such a
statement it seems obvious that Edstrom, at the age of thirty-four, either was still a very
immature man or ridiculing his own naiveté. But we must then remember that self-
irony was not Edstrom’s greatest talent.

Staying at the boarding-house of the Pasteur Institute, he analysed himself in medical
terms, comparing himself to the poor girls in the Charcot pictures he had seen at the Salpê-
trière Hospital for the Insane who suffered hysterical attacks. Like them, he had ended up in a
state of terror by having his self violated by a man. At the slightest provocation, in the middle
of the day, hehad attacksof trembling and terror.He felt persecuted, hewas convinced that his
workwas being plagiarised: “I pictured half the world of lesser artists stealing the wealth ofmy
genius.”83 In “A Man,” Stein incorporates Edstrom’s crisis in her typical way:

He was followed by something. He was followed by some feeling. He was followed by feeling
and he knew something, he knew he was followed by feeling.…He knew very much of such a
thing, he knew very much of being followed by some feeling.…He completely knew very
much of this thing of having been one being followed by feeling. (237, 3, 4; ellipses mine)

81Ibid. 310, 3.
82Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 232.
83Ibid., 235.
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In these passages both “follow” and “feeling” take on a different meaning from the one we
saw above, that is, that Edstrom had a following and was a man of feeling. Here, these
words come to stand for “persecute” or “haunt,” on the one hand, and “fear” or
“terror,” on the other. The crisis alluded to here, which Stein could follow at close
range, is the one Edstrom described in the following manner: “the inside of me was a
core of terror and foretaste of doom.”84

Working himself out of his period of angst, but still feeling very lonely, Edstrom found a
new interest: “I think it was this loneliness which led me to a study of palmistry.”85 He had
been introduced to palmistry by Sarah Stein, Michael’s wife, who “dabbled” in chiro-
mancy, according to Edstrom, and who made him take a serious interest in this form
of divination.86 He collected quite a library on palm reading and absorbed as much as
possible of theoretical knowledge, but he did not know if it worked. He decided to test
his new insights and started going around to restaurants practising on better-class
demi-mondaines, who always, he held, were addicts to fortune-telling. His successes
were phenomenal, he later claimed. Frantic men and women started calling on him at
all times of day and night, people gave him confessions that they would not give to
their doctor or priest. He was “even more astounded than they over [his] ability to find
truths in their palms.”87 In an impressionist sketch of Café des Lilas, Henning Berger,
the Swedish author, portrayed the literary coterie of Danish, Norwegian, French,
Russian artists and poets, and among them “a fat, clean-shaven man who looked like
an American Christian Science missionary, but who was a sculptor and spoke in a cas-
trate’s voice, walked around and read their palms.”88 After some time he became so
“hounded” by people that he tired of reading palms, and increasingly he had come into
situations where he could see death within a few months in the palm of somebody. So
he kept silent and quit.

In “A Man,” Stein, who was well acquainted with chiromancy, relates this aspect of
Edstrom in such words as “seeing,” “hearing,” “remembering,” and “not talking”:

He came then to be one who was hearing some one tell something, who was seeing some
things that some had come to be making. He was then one hearing and seeing, he was
then one talking, he was then one hearing and talking and seeing. He went on then and
was one then completely feeling one being one going on doing something that some had
been doing. (243, 3)

Here “seeing”means telling the future, and Stein also indicates that Edstromwas not the first
to do so, pointing to her own, Sarah Stein’s, and Max Jacob’s interest in palmistry. Edstrom
became “exciting” to others then. He was first “talking,” later not: “He had become one who
was seeing, he had become one who could be one not telling” (243, 3).89 Finally, “seeing” is
transformed into “seeing some one” (245, 2, 3), a shift which leads us to his meeting “some
one,” that is, Cora Downer, a relationship that will be discussed below.

Let me first add, however, yet another character trait for which Edstrom was known: his
excessive, passionate working habits. There are many testimonies, from himself and

84Ibid., 240.
85Ibid.
86In Sister/Brother, 281, Wineapple rather holds that Sarah Stein had had a long interest in palmistry.
87Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 241.
88Berger, 104.
89Stein continues this theme in paragraphs 244, 1, 6, and 245, 1.
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others, of Edstrom’s total dedication to his work, his extreme work hours, and his habit of
irrationally smashing numerous pieces that did not satisfy him.90 One evening in Florence,
for instance, on his way home to Fiesole, he met a beggar in the dark that frightened him.
He rushed home, lit all the lights in the atelier, and worked feverishly for many hours all
through the night, producing one of his best works, The Cry of Poverty.91 Papini also had
things to say about Edstrom’s working habits and creative process which he had followed
at close range both while sitting for his own portrait bust and when visiting the studio
building in Via Manelli where also Oscar Ghiglia had his atelier. He describes Edstrom’s
methods in Passato Remoto.When Edstrom was possessed, he writes, by his “frenesia della
creatione,” he would work all day without breaks. He would only stop for a few minutes to
gulp down his dinner, then return to his trespolo, his modelling stand, and his clay. At
midnight, instead of going to bed, he would demand a second dinner, would then work
the whole night until morning, have a quick breakfast, and then go back to the trespolo
to continue for the rest of the day. Papini had witnessed Edstrom work in this frenzied
fashion when completing Adam and Eve (1900). When Papini was sitting for his own
portrait, Edstrom demanded that they work all night; Papini refused.92

However, in the summer of 1906 Edstrom’s right arm became paralysed. He commen-
ted: “A sculptor without the use of his right arm! A sentence of death would be as easy to
bear.” And the arm would not heal. The problem continued to prevent him from model-
ling, and it was not until he met Cora Downer in Paris in 1908 that he was healed. Then he
got back to his sculpting with full force: “I plunged into work again. Never have I had
greater vigor, intensity, and persistence than I developed in that period which followed
recovery from my paralysis.” He became an “Orlando Furioso in [his] work and
ambitions.”93

In several paragraphs of “AMan,” “working” and “not working” are emblematic words.
Let me cull a few quotes from these passages: “He had been one being one completely
working. He had been completely feeding on this thing, he had been completely feeding
in being one being completely working” (239, 2). “Every one could remember that he
had been working.…He had been working. He had been completely furiously being
one working.…He was working again and he was working again. He was quite often
working” (240, 4; ellipses mine). While working so “furiously,” he was inaccessible: “He
was completely working.…He was not talking.…He was not talking. He was seeing.
He was exciting” (244, 5, 6; ellipses mine). But Stein also points out that he had not
been working, a reference, surely, both to the paralysis of his arm and to his period of
depression (239, 2). She also makes clear that Edstrom liked showing his new work, or
maybe showing it off: “He had done some work. He had shown all of this thing. He did
some more work. He showed all this thing. He showed everything” (240, 5).

Wendy Steiner discusses the Leitmotif of “working” as the primary one in Stein’s
“Picasso,” and the fact that both the person and the work of art are alike. She draws a
general conclusion about Stein’s early portraits:

90Concerning his destruction of his sculptures, see, for instance, Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 169, 176; Hapgood, “David,
the Story of a Soul,” Prelude, 3.

91Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 197–98.
92Papini, 219.
93Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 251, 256.
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The equivalence of “working” and “being,” of the created identity and the created artefact, has
important implications throughout the early portraits. For almost half of the early portraits
are certainly of artists, and several unidentified subjects might easily have been artists as well.
If a creator and his creation are alike, the assessment of his work can stand for an assessment
of him; artistic judgment and character appraisal seem to go hand in hand.94

And Walker adds that the portraits of artists “convey acute judgments of their work.”95

This is not true of “A Man.” Contrary to “Picasso,” for instance, “A Man” does not
portray Edstrom’s “created artefact”; nor does Stein pass a judgment on his art. Edstrom’s
art is actually of little interest to Stein, strangely enough, since she made a note in her
Manuscript Notebook, as we saw, asking the question whether he was a genius or not,
an artist or not. Her focus is rather on his contradictory character, his effusiveness, his
volcano-like eruptions, which certainly may be seen as those of an artist, but not necess-
arily so.

Many of the Leitmotifs discussed so far point forward to the contemporary moment of
Stein’s composing “AMan.” The events of the past – the writing of the autobiography, the
fighting, his breakdown, his interest in palmistry, the paralysis of his arm – form a back-
ground to the happenings of 1908–1909 when Stein was at work on her first portrait. The
emblematic words defining this period are “fat,” “living,” “loving,” “laughing,” “married,”
“religion,” “believing,” “leaving everything,” “having everything,” and centre around the
pivotal point of Cora Downer, Edstrom’s second wife. As we remember, on the front
inside manuscript cover of “A Man” is written “David & Mrs, Americans,” a clear sign
that not only Edstrom was important but also his wife, and if there is any form of progress
in the portrait, it is towards Edstrom’s relationship with Cora Downer. Throughout the
portrait there are references to how they met and how that affected Edstrom, and the
ending of “A Man” (250–52) is primarily devoted to their alliance. As an aside, one
may mention that Stein, probably while working on “A Man,” incorporated Cora’s
name, slightly changed to Cora Dounor, into the Martha Hersland section of The
Making of Americans.

Stein gives an abstract of the good and the bad sides of this relationship when she
writes: “He had been one living in having been loving. He had been one being in complete
religion in being one loving and being one then living in loving being existing and being
then completely exercised by some one” (239, 3). On the one hand, Edstrom was “living in
loving” with Cora, but he was also “in complete religion” and was “completely exercised”
by her.96 Before he met Cora Downer he had been suffering in his marriage to Anna Lever-
tin, but meeting Cora gave him new life: “He was then one again a married man. He was
then one completely married then. He was then one having been one having been
suffering.…He was then one not being one having been going to be suffering” (239, 3,
ellipsis mine). Again he could laugh and enjoy life (240, 2, 3).

Downer was born in Illinois and raised in Dubuque, Iowa, where her father was a
brewer. As a child, she was healed from blindness by Christian Science, turned a believer,
and later, at fifteen, a healer herself. Toklas holds that Downer was a “worldly woman who
dressed well and had a large acquaintance in the fashionable world.” She invited Toklas

94Steiner, 76.
95Walker, 83.
96For Edstrom’s own description of his meeting with Downer, see Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 248–51.
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and Levy to such events as Mussorgsky’s opera Boris Godunov and pointed out to them all
the distinguished people in the audience, whom she seemed to know.97 Levy’s memory of
Downer was that she was a tall, regal woman of aristocratic bearing.98 Edstrom’s life with
her was a factor that contributed to his gaining weight, expressed thus in “A Man”:

Some one was quite keeping him in being an enormously fat one. Some one was quite having
him being an enormously fat one.… Some one had been bringing him to be one being a fat
one. Some one had been exciting to him and he was being then such a one, being a fat one.
(236–37, ellipsis mine)

On the last page of the Manuscript Notebook, after the actual text of “AMan,” Stein jotted
what seems to read: “When I’m being married one or fat how could I ever in any living
have been thin.”99

Downer gave him not only good food, according to Stein, but also spiritual nourish-
ment. “Any one might be one who was an important one. Any one might be one giving
to him a religion” (241, 2). She was the head of the Christian Science church in Paris,
but she was not as Stein indicates the sole inspiration for Edstrom’s religious turn. He
had been in touch with Christian Science before he ever heard of Downer. One evening
at 27 rue de Fleurus, he overheard a discussion of a series of extremely critical articles of
Christian Science and Mary Baker Eddy written by Georgine Milmine and running in
McClure’s Magazine.100 The guests at the Stein studio joined in the ridicule of Eddy’s
ideas. Edstrom had been to a Christian Science meeting in Florence together with
Papini, which they at the time found both ludicrous and boring. Now, however, he
reserved his opinion; he was not well, his arm still troubled him, and he was “engulfed
in the gloom of a shattered nervous system.”101 He was willing to grasp at any straw to
get better. In addition, he was a person who went against the current and felt on this
occasion his interest in the subject increase precisely because of the extreme ridicule
from the guests. The evening ended with Edstrom carrying home the back issues of
McClure’s with the critical articles.

Having read the articles, he continued with Eddy’s Science and Health, attended the
Christian Science Church, went for treatments with a practitioner, Miss B., but his arm
became no better. However, he insisted on believing in the principle of Eddy’s doctrines
and was certain that sooner or later he would be helped.102 Soon after this he met Cora
Downer. He fell in love with her at first sight. The ambiance of her and her home
seduced him. Edstrom asked her if she would treat him for his paralysed arm. She
agreed to do so and his arm was soon healed and he could go back to work. As a con-
sequence of his meeting Downer he appeared at meetings as a witness of the blessings of
Christian Science, he became more productive as an artist and opened an art school
based on the principles of Christian Science. Carl Palme gives a sarcastic account of

97Toklas, 50–51; Simon, 60, 61.
98Levy.
99Stein, Manuscript Notebook and Typescript Copy of “A Man.”
100A series of fourteen installments on “Mary Baker G. Eddy. The Story of Her Life and the History of Christian Science,”

written by Georgine Milmine, was published in McClure’s Magazine from December 1906 through June 1908.
Edstrom and the Steins probably had their discussion in late fall 1907, since he by June 1908 already was a firm believer.

101Edstrom, Testament of Caliban, 246.
102Ibid.
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one of the revival-type meetings held at a luxury hotel in Champs Elysées, at which the
“boy Edström” stepped forward to witness:

Uninhibited and frank as usual. He testifies to the fact that all diseases and states of illness are
against nature and thus the devil’s own invention. A temporarily contracted poverty is an
extremely unpleasant and terrible disease, but he was convinced that in Christian Science
there was remedy and salvation. And lo and behold—he was cured, left with quite a
number of little checks in his pockets from believing women.103

Gertrude Stein also dismissed Christian Science as bogus and was very critical of
Edstrom’s and Sarah Stein’s involvement in it. When Stein writes in “A Man” “He
came to be one completely believing in a religion.…He came to be one being marrying
in having been one succeeding in having been completely using having come to be com-
pletely believing in a religion” (241, 3), she accuses Edstrom, and Downer, of religious
fanaticism. Edstrom, in this as in everything else, had become excessive. Stein also
accuses Downer and her church of having too much power over Edstrom, of directing
him in his religious “exercising”:

He was believing something. Some were exercising this thing, exercising believing something.
He was exercising that thing, exercising believing something. He was being one some one was
directing to be one coming to be one having exercised quite enough being one believing
something. He was believing something. (250, 4)

It is not impossible that Stein felt that Edstrom’s marriage to Downer ultimately was detri-
mental to him as an artist. Maurice Sterne, Edstrom’s painter friend, thought so: “I…
couldn’t believe my eyes. He had grown fat and uninteresting, the round, prosperous
Christian Science husband of a round, prosperous Christian Science wife. Along with
vice had gone the fire we all had admired.”104 Comments in “A Man” may be read in a
similar way. Edstrom is depicted as “completely believing” (241, 3), “completely
married” (239, 3), “having everything” (251, 5, 6), “completely exercised by some one”
(239, 3), and “completely having been living” (252, 3), that is, as somebody who had
been exciting and living, who had had the fire they all admired, but who was now too reli-
gious, too fettered by his materialism and bourgeois values, and too dominated by his
socially ambitious wife. We find little in “A Man,” however, of Downer being “destroyed”
by Edstrom, the picture Stein later drew of the couple, which may be explained by the fact
that this destruction had not yet taken place in 1908–1909 when she wrote “A Man,” if it
ever took place.

To conclude, Stein’s goal with “A Man” was to study a character, to reduce him to his
bottom nature. It seems to me that she was successful in her project. The picture we get of
Edstrom from her portrait corresponds well with information about his character and life
to be had from extra-textual sources, but, without these sources, her Cubist presentation of
Edstrom is inaccessible to even the initiates.

Whether she arrived at a “judgment” of him, as an artist and a man, is unclear. But it
seems to me that she accepted his core nature to be one of contradiction and excessiveness,
perhaps not a man of “multiple personalities,” but rather what we today would term a
bipolar personality. She seems to have respected David Edstrom in all his quirkiness for

103Palme, 186.
104Sterne, 195–96.
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his independent stance and fidelity to his own values; he was, according to her, both a bad
enough one and certainly a good enough one. Stein ignores, it seems to me, the question
whether he was a genius or not, an artist or not, but focuses on him as a human being that
she, perhaps, saw as a kindred spirit.
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